A complete set of factorizing two-loop self-energies and vertex corrections is calculated analytically for arbitrary masses and momenta { including the case of collinear singularities { within the R-functions approach. 
Introduction
Two-loop diagrams factorize in a product of two one-loop diagrams if none of the propagators contains the momenta of both closed loops. In the Standard Model this requirement can be ful lled for all topologies of g. 1: Here, all factorizing two-point and three-point diagrams are displayed. Those fourpoint topologies, which factorize at most into one-loop three-point functions, are also included.
The factorization reduces the problem to the evaluation of the corresponding oneloop integrals which { compared to proper two-loop diagrams { simpli es the calculation drastically. On the other hand, the occurring one-loop factors have to be evaluated up to a higher order in the Laurent series of the dimensional parameter " = (4 ? D)=2 which regulates ultraviolet and infrared singularities (dimensional regularization). To get the nite part of any factorizing two-loop integral one needs to know the O(") of the one-loop parts which become multiplied with the O(" ?1 )-part of the other one-loop factor. The situation becomes even worse if one of the factors encounters a collinear singularity which appears as a pole of O(" ?2 ) and is demonstrated here for the necessary higher orders in " with focus on the speci c di culties of this generalization.
To be speci c, in 8,9] the one-loop results are expressed in terms of R-functions which are not expanded in ". Therefore they already contain in principle the result to any order.
The only thing which has to be done in the following is the expansion of the occurring Rfunctions up to a su cient order in " { for self-energies in sect. 3 and for vertex corrections in sect. 4. We checked our results by a numerical integration routine and compared the scalar integrals with the results from 4]. The correct threshold behaviour we ascertain in sect. 5.
Finally, the appendix lists explicitly some important formulas necessary for evaluation of the diagrams depicted in g. 1.
2 One-point functions
The one-point function is considered to be trivial: We expanded the R-function up to O(" 3 ) because this term is needed for two-loop diagrams involving a collinear divergent one-loop three-point factor.
4 Three-point functions (1) kl ; ?y (2) kl ; ?y The R-function of (7) can be reduced to the fundamental function 9,12] R ?2" ("; "; 1; x; y; z) :
In di erence to 12], where a result was obtained for arbitrary complex values of the arguments, we now restrict the values for the arguments of the R-function so that x and y have imaginary parts of di erent sign. This requirement is not a physical restriction because it is ful lled in all kinematical con gurations.
Again, before expanding in ", we apply the scaling law (A.1): R ?2" ("; "; 1; x; y; z) = z ?2" R ?2" "; "; 1; x z ; y z ; 1 : (8) Since (8) In the last step we used (A.4) and (A.5). The integral is a consequence of (A.6). Its evaluation is described in app. 5 This results in analytical discontinuities, which can be seen in g. 2. Since the original function is analytic at these points, the discontinuities { originating from choosing the It can be seen that the real part of nite order (dotted-dashed line) starts at threshold and has the expected square-root behaviour. In O(") (dashed line) this behaviour is additionally in uenced by a logarithm starting at threshold and so causing a signi cantly steeper rise. A comparable e ect can be seen for the imaginary part (solid and dotted line).
At anomalous threshold ( g. 3(c)) the behaviour of the three-point function is more complicated. The nite order has the expected jump of the real part (dotted-dashed) and a logarithmic pole of the imaginary part (dotted). The behaviour of the O(") is di erent due to a mixing with the terms of nite order. To get a better impression, we plotted the O(") logarithmically in the vicinity of the threshold ( g. 3(d)) where both sides of the threshold are painted onto the same sheet. The imaginary part (solid) behaves in this plot like a parabola of di erent ordinate segments, whereas the real part (dashed) shows a straight line with zero gradient before threshold, changing to a straight line with nonvanishing gradient after crossing threshold. This can be seen in g. 3(c) as a logarithmic decrease after passing the threshold for the real part and for the imaginary part as a squared logarithmic behaviour near threshold, with di erent asymptotic values before and after anomalous threshold. 
